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How about $22 million dollars?
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Sharon Stone stars as a chip-hustling
vamp in Scorses's latest.
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Financial aid
cuts not so .deep
Nest Staff
Federal cuts to student financial
aid may not be as bad as.first
thought, which may relieve the
minds of some local students.
Compromises within a congres• sional conference committee has
kept most of the original legislation in tact, including the sixmonth grace period for students· to
pay back loans.
However, there may be some
changes that will affect legal
immigrants. Legal immigrants may
have to undergo a "deeming"
process in which financial need
must be proven, meaning the
resources of sponsors will be taken
into account when determining eligibility for federal loans. This will
not affect currently enrolled students.
,
However, the legislation would
make currently enrolled immigrants as well as other legal immigrants need a U.S . citizen to cosign on a student loan.
Pell Grant negotiations have not
been finalized. The House of
Representatives wants to eliminate
awards of less than $600, while the
-senate wants to cap the number of
recipients.
Budget negotiations as a whole
are ongoing with no end clearly in
·
sight.

Compiled from Stephanie
Gaskell s Oracle article, published
November 29, 1995.
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Russians recreate
Bering voyage
Milton J. Peabody
Nest Staff
The USF-St Petersburg dock has
become the temporary home of a
Russian couple who are no strangers
to the open sea.
Michael Poboronochuk and his
wife, Irene, left their home in '1991
.to recreate the voyage of Russian
explorer Vitus Bering wheri he discovered Alaska over 250 years ago.
Since then, the couple have been
aboard their handmade craft for
voyages to the West Coast of the
United States, Latin America
through Panama Canal and now
Florida.
The Poborochuk's should be at the '
USF dock until December 21,
according to Bob Linde, recreation
program specialist at USF-St.Pete.
During their stay, Mr. Poboronochuk
will give a lecture about his travels,
including the original voyage
through the Bering Strait at noon on
December 12 in room 130 of Davis
Hall .
The couple earns money by selling
paintings by Mrs. Poboronochuk,
· who is greatly influenced by
Salvador Dali, whose ITJUSeum now
nearly overshadows the 50-foot craft
moored behind Davis Hall.
Poboronochuk, 46, is a former
Russian journalist who is currently
planning a book about his travels,
tentatively titled ''Three on Boat,
Including Cat." ·
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• 101-year-old woman donates fortune to Yeshiva University
Ferdinand DeVega
Nest Staff

· These days, it seems that good
news is becoming harder and harder
to find, especially if you regularly
watch the news or read the newspa·per. Stories of abuse, corruption and
crime are never in short supply. Yet
occasionally, you come across a
good news story that restores your
faith in humanity and reassures you
that the world is not populated solely by deviants intent on wreaking
havoc in local communities.
A recent New York Times article
featured the story of the late Anne
Scheiber" and her amazing generosity.
Since her retirement in 1944 from
a job as an auditor with the Internal
Revenue Service, Scheiber diligently invested her savings of $5,000 in
the stock market. She lived a simple
life and made wise stock choices.
At the time of her death earlier

this year, the value of all of her
stocks had reached a staggering
amount: about $22 million. And she
gave it all away.
Scheiber left her fortune to
Yeshiva University in New York.
With her generous gift, the school
has established a scholarship in
her name to help women in need.
Dr. Norman Lamm, Yeshiva
University's president, assessed
the impact of S~heiber's contribution.
"Here's a woman who for 101
years was childless and now
becomes a mother to a whole
community," Lamm told the
Times. "Not only now, but for
generations to come."
Sche.i ber's generosity will now
allow many individuals the opportunity to attend college and
improve the quality of their lives.
During this holiday season~ Anne
Scheiber has provided an excellent
example of sharing and giving.

•fhunderDome Basketball
Shoot--Out•
The doubl~header features
F'SU vs. DePaul at 1pm and
USF' vs. George Washington
University at 4 pm on
Saturday, December 9. ·A
pre-game party that
includes lunch and a talk
USF' Bulls Coach Bobby
Paschal begins at 11:30 am.
Cost for the lunch is ~8
for USF' alumni members
and their guests, ~10 for
the general ·public.
Information and game ticket prices are available by
calling the ThunderDome
at 974-1879.
•A Taste of the Nne•
A wine tasting · hosted by
the USF' Pinellas County
Alumni Chapter features
Egyptian drinks, food and
music. Proceeds benefit
scholarships at usr St.
Petersburg. The event costs
~20 per per-son or ~35 per
couple and will take place
at 5:30 pm, Thursday, .
December 7 in the Barnett
Tower. F'or tickets call 8939561.
•Queens of the Nne•
Written and performed by
Nam Colton, this free play
premiers at Noon ,
Thursday, December 7, in
Davis Hall 130.

'

Cooperative Education
Cooperative ~duc~tion provides concrete experience
in various degree fields
as students perform meaningful activities while
earning a salary. Renee'
Borns, Coordinator for
Cooperative Education in
the Career Resource Center
at USF' Tampa, is visiting
our campus twice monthly
to assist students in registering. Upcoming registration in Davis 115: 4 to 5
pm, Thursday, December 7.
Call 893-9129 for more
information.

-------------------------------------------- · -- ------------~-------------------------------------
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Operation Santa Claus
Members of the USF' St.
Petersburg community contribute new toys and new
clothes for distribution to
needy children as part of
this annual campus project. Gift ideas may be
selected from the campus
Christmas tree in the
Davis Ball Lobby. Gifts
may be brought to the
Poynter Library before
December 13 or call 893-9842.

Professor Published
Marine Science Professor
David F'. Naar and eight
authors recently published
"Plate boundary reorganization at a large-offset,
rapidly propagating rift"
in Nature.

Commencement Ceremonies
USF St. Petersburg graduates some 250 students at 7
pm, Monday, December 18 at
the Mahaffey Theater.
Commencement speaker is
Good Morning America's geographer Harm de Blij,
recently named University
Scientist and Scholar in
Geography at USF' St.
Petersburg. A reception
follows at USF's Campus
Activities Center featuring live jazz music.

Suggestions for surviving the holidays
The holidays are upon again
ready) and with all the joy and
that accompanies this time
year come also goodly portions
stress and anxiety.
like to
a few suggestions to lesson
of the holiday tensions and
ly brighten (or at least light) your season.
l. Take care of yourself before
11.-0ncentrating on taking care of oth-

5. Find a block of time to be alone
every day. Even if you have to get
up early to do it.

I'a

2. Learn that the joy of giving lay
in the giving itself not in the recognition and "full appreciation" in the
sacrifices you've made.
3. Understand that too much alecand sugar can lead to mood
swings, depression and sluggishness.
4. Don't fast or feast. Remember,
--..1~-~·:-- in all things ."

6. Lower your expectations.
There is no such thing as the perfect
meal, the perfect party, the perfect

outfit, the perfect gift, or the perfect
family.
7. Maintain your regular sleep,
exercise, and eating routines. Don'
schedule so many activities that
skip the basics of taking care of
yourself. Remember #1 above.
8. Plan ahead about how you'll
cope with uncomfortable famil y sit
uations. Know what "pushes your
buttons" and plan a response (try
humor!).
9. Never overeat to please others.
Take smaller first portions, so that
"seconds" don't overstuff you.
I hope these holiday survival tips
will be helpful for you. Have a
safe, healthy and happy holiday
season.
Note: these tips were adapted
from the Hope Health Letter,
December 1995.

Answers to crossword 011 page 4.

St. Pete Hosts Olympic Torch
St. Petersburg has been
selected as one of the
stops for the Olympic Torch
Relay. The route covers
15,000 miles from San
Francisco to Atlanta. The
torch will arrive here the
evening of July 3 and
leave the morning of July
4, 1998.

Ruth Eckerd's Student Rush
Selected performances are ·
open for student rush
including "A Christmas
Carol" on December 12 and
13. Call Ruth Eckerd Ball
at 791-7400 for show times
and availability.
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We're up all night,
so you can rest.
Pur your deadline worries ro resr at
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my ''SUpermom'' SYSteffi
• A-response to last issue's Rambler on single parenting
Sandy Carlo
Nest Staff

(0 Edw.a rd Julius
ACROSS

1 Luke of "Sta r Wars"
10 Elegant
14 Nickname for Syracuse Univ. (2 wds.)
15 Tur kis h title
16 Deep involvement
17 Place of sacrifice
18 Gypsy Rose - 19 Lawyer (abbr.)
20 Exi 1es
22 Verdi opera
24 Pitcher's statistic
25 Natl. Coll . ---Assn.
26 Famous volcano
28 Mr. Rogers
29 Hundred years
(abbr.)
30 Part of e=mc2
33 Economics abbreviation
35 Parody
37 Under one's guida nee ( 2 wds.)
39 ~1ahal
41 Clothing characteristics
42 Ear bone
44 Basketball game - ·
need

Colleg iate CW8804

46 Kennedy and
Danson
47 Tennis replay
48 Slane or Jung frau
50 Arlene - 52 Bullfight cry
53 Actress Perrine.
for short
54 Stogie. western
style
58 Old TV show.
"GE - - Bowl"
60 Organization for
Mr. Chips
61 French article
62 " ... partridge in
- - tree"
63 Something that
Felix Unger has
66 GRE and SAT
67 Sailors' patron
(2 wds .)
68 Being : Lat.
69 Max Factor
product (2 wds.)
DOWN

1 French crossing
2 Official language
of Cambodia
3 Where San'a is
4 Misfortune

Shame less
Dura b 1e
Type of shirt
- - trip
Provide, as a
service 10 --Alto
11 Exclude socially
12 In pieces
13 Severity
15 Tropical fruits
21 God of love
23 Fable writer
27 Opposite of syn.
30 Lose
31 Playmates of deer
32 Lacking nationality
34 ----avia n
36 Legal ownership
38 Basket makers
40 Buddy Ebsen role
43 Smeltery waste
45 Attaches
49 Satisfy
51 Fires ide
55 Trade organization
56 Prefix: wind
57 Plant again
59 Overdue
60 Ballet movement
64 Opposite of clergy
65 Suffix: region
5
6
7
8
9

Answers on page 3.

After reading the single parenting
articles and The Rambler column
last issue, I am acutely aware of a
nerve you've touched in my "supermom" system.
As a single parent of a four year
old, a full time student and (usually)
a part time employee, I am one of
those trying to become self-sufficient --likely to the detriment of my
daughter's childhood. The guilt
which has been effectively stuffed
for nearly four years is now beginning to surface as I prepare to graduate.
In a nutshell, I have hated being a
single parent in college. I grew up
with both parents and wish I could
offer the same benefits (time and
attention) to my child. But because
I made a poor choice in a partner
and was not prepared to be financially independent, my daughter has
suffered as I try to play the roles of
nurturer, discipliner and provider by
myself. All this while trying to
obtain a four year degree does not
make for a pretty picture.
My alarm goes off at 5:30. Then
at 6:45 Candice awakes to be efficiently dressed, fed, cleaned up and
dropped off at pre-school by 7:30. I
go to a nearby elementary school to
teach fifth graders as part of my
final internship. After an eight hour
day, little Candice is coming home . .
As she runs to the gate yelling .
"Mommy!" she seems grateful to
be seeing me. There may be food
shopping, or an errand or two
before we finally get home to settle
In.

There is never an evening where a
dreadful stack of assignments, laundry or a list of telephone calls don't
await me. Videos and Barney help
at this time. Dinner, bath and a
favorite night time story wind the
evening down. Because Candice
won't sleep if I am still roaming the
apartment, I complete the last of my
assignments in bed. By ten o'clock,

I can justify turning off the lamp.
In between all of these responsibilities is the delicate duty of raising a beautiful spirit into a healthy
minded, happy child. A supermom
I am not. A super student, yes. A
super employee, yes again. Heck,
I'm even a pretty da~ good friend.
But being a supermom means
offering undivided attention to your
child, and that is something I have
very little of to offer.
It is my ultimate goal to be a family unit, complete with a loving
husband and father for my child.
And if he happens-to want another
child, I will succumb. But' if, and
only if, I can be the full time mother I so desperately want to be.

EVERY
WEDNESDAY

. VzewPOINT
weget the government we deserve
THE CROW'S NEST
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Bob Siwik

or mental disability.
Fairness and compassion then,
are sometimes at odds with one
another and are often difficult to
reconcile. We hope that justice,
when properly implemented,
would succeed in striking a balance between these two vital con•
•

Guest Columnist

After the recent "media earthquake" in Los Angeles (the
Simpson trial), serious questions
are being raised about the credibility and future of our justice system.
Speaking as a long time
cheerleader and occasional critic of this system, I too have signifi+,
cant concerns about the
' '
manner in which
America perceives "justice." As a career
policeman, having
served in and with a wide variety
of agencies, I am daily alarmed at
how television and entertainment
media inflate and distort many elements of O\,lr legal system. A careless community must also share
some of the blame. Below are
three aspects of this problem.
Many in our public seriously
confuse the concepts of "fairness,"
·
"compassion," and "justice."
These ideas are not at all synonymous. The concept of justice contains within it elements of both
fairness and compassion, but there
are distinctions between them.
Fairness, at its core, requires
treating everyone the same regardless of their circumstances. Above
all, we feel strongly that each citizen should have equal rights and
responsibilities. Compassion sug- .
gests that treatment may vary in
consequence due to an appreciation
of a totality of conditions. These
might include the effects of poverty, a poor education, youthfulness

RENO BEACH

standing of what "rights" truly are,
much less what their individual
rights may be. And while I wholeheartedly support the first ten
amendments to our constitution
(i.e., The Bill of Rights), I would
attach to it a "Declaration of
Individual Responsibilities." This
•
might look something
like this:
1) I will tolerate and
support free speech,

Many m our publ1c senously
·
COn1USe the concepts 0 f f arrness,
compassion and J. ustice • These
while resp~~ting di~erent religiOus behefs
ideas are not at all synonymous. ' ' in2)others.
.
I am responsicepts.
Unfortunately, many believe this
balance is poorly maintained, if
maintained at all. Part of the reason for this belief may be the
extreme incongruity between fictional and sensational media portrayal and the reality of the situation. A perfect example of this can
be found in the three (!) television
movies treating the Amy Fisher
and Joey Buttifuco case; each with
it's own 'spin' on the actual event.
A second point concerning our
disenchantment with judicial matters may lie in the national obsession with ·"rights." The term is frequently tossed about on television
cop ·stories and daytime talk
shows. However, this narrow
focus fails to encompass the related concept of responsibilities.
For the record, I feel that our
judicial system is near collapse due
to this self-imposed ignorance. It
is tragic that many Americans have
a shallow, if not backward, underSUNDAY
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ble for supporting
and promoting ethical journalistic
practices
3) I will learn and comply with
my legal and ethical obligations to
others and never pursue malicious
or frivolous legal activities.
4) I am responsible to treat each
person with respect. This respect
exists until their behavior calls into
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continued from page 1.

South, hosts public lectures relating to·Dali or events such as the
recent "Meet the Surreal
Gourmet," a book signing and visit
with Bob Blumer, the author of
"The Surreal Gourmet Entertains,"
The museum also organized a
popular experimental music series,
involving local musicians arrd performers.
"The concerts we've been offering lately have been experimental
ensembles. They are all local
musicians trying to do unusual
things, and they probably don't
have another venue like [this] in
the Bay Area," Tush said.
The Dali museum has made
other strides to involve the 'community and local artists, but has
been limited due to the nature of
the collection. Dali has been the
only artist exhibited at the museum
since its public debut in St.
Petersburg on March 10, 1982.
"Because we have been a oneman institution exclusive to Dali,
it's been very difficult to involve

!1

:W.i-t

Why YOU should join:

• Develop leadership skills
• Develop budgeting skills
• Gain programming experience
• Implement your advertising
and publicity ideas
• Develop interpersonal skills
• Gain another line on your resume
• Have furi & meet new people!

Meetings are held every
· other Wednesday at
:30pm in room CAC-133.
For more information about
SAB, contact Dr. Grimm at
the CAC, 893-9562.

people from the Florida Craftsman
Gallery or to show local artists,"
Tush said.
An exception is the Student
Surrealist Art Exhibit held every
February. . The show exhibits the
works of elementary, middle and
high school artists. Teachers get
students to participate as part of a
class project, and the pieces chosen are hung in the Raymond
James Community .Room of the
museum. ·
"I hope that's the first of many
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Even-children have an opportunity to participate through the Junior
Docent Program, in which they
learn about and explain selected
paintings.
Other educational efforts include
DaliVision Outreach, a program
where volunteers visit schools and
small organizations and give pre~sentations. The museum also
sponsors Dali Days for Kids and
the Senior Elder Hostel programs
at Eckerd College.
The museum has brought in several new shows, s~ch as last summer's "The Young Dali." This
rotation of the exhibit makes it
ambitious strides the museum will
possible for local residents to visit
make to support local artists,"
several times a year without seeing
Tush said of the annual event.
the same exhibit twice.
The museums proximity to the
"[The Young Dali] show was
St. Pete campus of USF provides
well attended,and I think everyone
was very impressed by it," Tush
m~ny ben.eficial opportunities for
college students, the most obvious
said. "It was a pretty powerful
show because it had so many
being free admission for USF students.
pieces that you had not seen
The museum also offers a curabefore, and a lot of really fine
pieces from Spain."
torial internship program each
January primarily attended by
The recent renovations to the
New College and USF students.
museum have created enough wall
Another point of interest to stuspace to display many works previously held in storage. This fact
dents is the docent program. After
is being demonstrated with a show
a four month training program,
entitled "Dali Under the Sun':, in
docents are qualified to give hour
which all 94 of the museum's oil
long public tours of the gallery.
Amy Su_n, a full-time nurse who
paintings will be displayed togethhas been a docent for one year,
er for the first time. The show is ·
said besides being interesting, givcurrently running and will contining tours is beneficial to the com- . ue until May 12, 1996. Starting
muhity.
December 8th, the museum will
display it's latest a_s;quisition, the
"When you first start qoing tours
painting "Portrait of My Dead
you are more concerned about
Brother."
'
[yourself]. But when you see how
The museum's. collection was
you can give back to the community, it is really exciting," Sun
donated to St. Petersburg_ by its
·
said.
owners Eleanor R. and A. Reynold
Morse for "the benefit of the people of Florida."
This collection, which draws
thousands of visitors every year,
many traveling from Europe, has
indeed been a great benefit to our
·community at least.
As Peter Tush puts it, "The
museum is a major cultural point
of the city."
·
·
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St. Petersburg Historical
and Flight One Museum
The historical museum explores St. Petersburg's rather interesting history.
The museum houses objects we might have found in our great-grandparents
homes, and items of significance to the history of St. Petersburg. An example of the latter.is the replica of Tony Jannus' plane the Benoist. That plane
was the world's first commercial airline which flew from the site of the
museum. Currently the museum is featuring an exhibit on America's past
wars with uniforms, equipment, posters and photos of St. Petersburg's role
in our nation's military history. The exhibit was put together with the help
of USF professors and staff and is well worth a visit. The museum is located on the approach to the Pier on 2nd Avenue S.E.--Mary Scribner

Great Explorations
If all this talk about museums is making you hungry for a turkey sandwich, here is a museum for people who hate museums. One of the annoying things about these places is the guards who freak out if you get within
an inch of any of that priceless art they've been hired to protect from the
unwashed masses. In contrast, Great Explorations bills itself as "the hands
on museum" and that's just what it is. The museum is divided into six
"exploration areas" where you can participate in musical and innovative art
"this side of New York," get lost in a pitch black maze, test your physical
strength and stamina and match wits against a variety of brain stretchers.
It's fun for all ages. After you're done here and your antagonistic attitude
toward museums has dissipated, you can walk across the street to the
Salvador Dali Museum and get some real culture, you cretin.
11'~'' ' .

•, '.

The Museum ofFine Am
The Museum of Fine Arts is located on the comer of 2nd Avenue and
Beach Drive, across the street from the Historical Museum. In it many fine
pieces are preserved and displayed for our edification. Artists of the highest
caliber are displayed in the understated elegance of the museum. Names
like Monet, Renoir, Gaugin and O'Keefe are found on the mu~eums beauti- '
ful collection of paintings. A display of American masterpieces are currently hanging and can be viewed throughout the end of the year. Sculptures
by such masters as Rodin are on display. Fine art of the far East can also be
found in one of the museum's ·2 0 galleries. Also, tribal art from Africa and
"primitive" art from South America can be viewed in the uncrowded atmosphere of one of St. Petersburg's finest museums.
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$5 All-u-can-d rink draft
$9 All-u-can drink cocktails

Jauercise provides fitness classes · at
affordable prices with caring, professional
instructors. Work out in a happy, friendly
atmosphere while reducing stress and pro·
ducing your best shape • EVEA!

Suncoast Rehab Center
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(2 miles north of Gandy Blvd)
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Scott Hartzell

Nest Staff
Narration's the first clue. It's a
bold narration that commands an
audience's attention. When they
hear it-if they didn't know beforehand-they might guess Casino to
be a Martin Scorsese film.
Quickly, the movie progresses,
and a camera appears. It clicks,
and slow motion captures a vivid
light show that travels from the
base of the flashbulb to its inflamed
head. They now know for sure that
it's a Scorsese film.
Much ·]ike Taxi Driver and Color
of Money, Casino opens with narration. But it's not cab doors slamming or pool balls colliding that
interrupt the early dialogue of
Scorsese's latest escape into the
underworld. It's a violent explosion, one that foreshadows doom
for the violent and greedy.
Casinos another morality play by
the master at depicting the evil,
dark side of human nature. It's a
little bit of Raging Bull and a little
bit of Taxi Driver, but it's a lot of
GoodFellas, and with good reason.
Once again, Nicholas Pileggi and
Scorsese have penned a fine screenplay, and the talented Thelma
Schoonmaker Powell handles the
editing, just as they did in
GoodFellas.
Robert De Niro is Sam "Ace"
Rothstein, bookie supreme. When
he loses a bet, it's a rarity, and his
accuracy puts him in tight with the
crime bosses. In return, the mob
fronts him $62 million dollars and
sets him up with his own casino.
Ace seems to have found paradise,
until he re-establishes contact with
boyhood friend Nicky Santoro (Joe
Pesci) and meets a hot hustler
named Ginger McKenna (Sharon
Stone).
The setting is Las Vegas circa
1973, a city obses~ed'With big ·
money and controlled· by the mob.
Scorsese, as one might expect,
depicts the seedy, violent side of the
glittery playground?~ftls,~on
to see foul -mouthtfcfth'tigssk'imming money from ca5ino profits.
It's also common to-see someone
.

·
Film rating - 4 1/2 Anchors
die a brutal, bloody death.
Playing the tough guy is like
breathing for De Niro. It's n-atural.
His Ace is a blend of almost every
character he has portrayed for
Scorsese. When he proposes marriage to Ginger, his eyes lower and
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Filmmakers go to various
extremes to get their point across.
Some disguise their message, hiding it deep within the dialogue,
leaving it to be discovered by the
truly ·observant. Others take a less
bashful approach and turn their
· theme into a club that
smacks viewers square
between the eyes.
First-time writer/director
Desmond Nakano attacks
viewers with the latter
approach. He grabs present-day America by the
neck and shakes it violently
as if to wake it from a deep
slumber. In the viewer
Robert De Niro stars as Sam "./tee" Rothstein who
changes the rules of how the casinos are run.
Nakano's technique is powerful enough·to effect an unnerving
he becomes the shy Travis Bickle
imbalance. At the same time, he is
of Taxi Driver. When he loses his
careful so as not to destroy recogcool and confronts the cheaters in
his casino, he is the violent Raging . nizability, allowing viewer empathy to grow.
Bull, Jake La Motta.
The result is White Mans
As the psychopathic Santoro,
Burden, a film featuring yet anothPesci radiates a deadly charm. His
rantings and ravings are reminiscent · er strong performance by John
Travolta. It's also a film that takes
· of his David Ferrie character in
a
bold step by presenting an
Oliver Stone's JFK. Once the
unpopular theme, considering the
killing starts, he·resurrects his
conservative cloud hovering over
Oscar-winning role as Tommy De
America today.
Vito, the brutal thug of GoodFellas.
From the start, Nakano confronts
Pesci's and De Niro's fine porthe audience with the unusual.
trayals won't surprise too many, but
Thaddeus Thomas (Harry
all will be shocked by Stone's perBelafonte) sits with his Africanformance. As the drug-addicted
American family in splendor, ·
alcoholic wife of Ace, she finally
enjoying a feast spread out on a
reveals some acting talent and
table that sparkles with elegance.
escapes the .sleazy image that has
Their conversati(!n mates with('the
stuck to her like a tight skirt.
peculiarity of the scene. It
Scorsese and De Niro have collaborevolves around the inadequacies
rated on eight films, and fine acting
of the white race ~n.d whether they
has been a constant in all of them.
are worth salvaging.
The result for De Niro has been an
In Nakano's world, it's the
Oscar win and three other nominawhites who live in dying neighbortions. Such good fortune could be
hoods, where fear and drugs reign
coming his way once again.

Film rating - 4 Anchors
and all are shaken by the nightly
buzz of police helicopters. Sure,
some caucasians have decent jobs
and live in the finer neighborhoods, but these are the tokens of
integration.
Louis Pinnock (Travolta), a
lowly candy factory worker, isn't
that lucky. He volunteers for an
.after-hours delivery with no compensation, hoping to impress his
boss. What transpires is a clearcut demonstration of haughty prejudice.
The delivery is to Thaddeus'
house, and when Louis is supposedly discovered taking t6o long a
satisfying look at his wife through
· an open window, Thaddeus complains and Louis loses his job.
Barely able to pay their bills
before his firing, he, his wife,
Marsha (Kelly Lynch), and two
children are forced to make the
most out of practically nothing.
When Louis finds this to be
unbearable, White Mans Burden
becomes a study in how rapidly
good can become bad.
A deep-voiced Belafonte is
excellently cast as the selfish, arrogant Thaddeus. But it's Travolta
that carries the show as he
responds with absolute professionalism. A growing bitterness within
his character emerges frame by
frame, a bitterness that Travolta
demonstrates like few actors can
with facial expression, a single
word or a particular walk.
Among the destitution and
malevolence, Nakano's message
remains dear. The real burden of
white man is not to be found in the
make-believe world of Louis and
his problems. The actual burden is
non-fiction, a part of today's reality. It's a yoke which must be· worn
as punishment for the creation of
an unjust society.
Despite a somewhat predictable
ending, White Man's Burden is a
remarkably insightful experience.
Anyone searching for a small taste
of what life's like on "the other
side" must see this film.
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most •
resources or imagination to do something
really different for the holidays and will
therefore spend our time at home wondering what to do with all the free time the
end of a semester has brought us. The ·
more ambitious might tackle home
improvement projects, go camping, or
check out the local cultural schedule (concerts, museums, etc.), but most will do the
same old thing, only more of it. In recognition of(resignation to) this fact, The
Crow's Nest has distilled Hartzell's movie
reviews into shorts so you won't have to
consult your carefully preserved back
issues. Getting into that hennetically
sealed vault is such a hassle, isnt it?
Not all of these films are still in the
movie houses, so the agoraphobic can send
someone to their local video o~tletapf: · ) .;
then camp in front of the tube wMh p cup 'o f
egg nog and some sugar cookif!S.
··

CLOCKERS
Strike Dunham (Mekhi Phifer) is a youth
mesmerized by the urban gangsters who profit
from the poison they sell. When a local shop
owner is murdered, Strike's brother Victor is
arrested by Rocco Klein (Harvey Keitel), a
hard-boiled cop who just can't be convinced by
what everyone else seems to believe.
Spike Lee's Clockers attempts to intermix raw
violence with a strong anti-drug message and
then envelopes the two in a shroud of mystery.
It is about heartless drug dealers, insensitive
policemen and the battle that rages between the
forces of good and evil over the minds of ghetto
children. It's also too much.
Critic's Rating-3 Anchors

COPYCAT
Sigourney Weaver is Dr. Helen Hudson, a
clinical psychologist caught in a struggle to
maintain her own sanity after devoting 20 years
to the study of sociopathic mass murderers and
being assaulted by dimwitted maniac Daryll
Lee Callum (Harry Conick, Jr.). Despite
Callum's arrest and the passing of 13 months,
Hudson becomes an alcoholic, pill-popping
agoraphobic. Hoping to save her is Holly
Hunter as Inspector Monahan.
Viewers are not often treated to a film boasting two such fine actors, and it may not happen
again before Robert DeNiro and AI Pacino hit
the screen in Heat sometime around Christmas.
Until then, go see Weaver at her best and watch
Hunter b<J.ck her up.
,
Critic's Rating-4 Anchors

DANGEROUS MINDS
Amid the asinine djrectives blossoming out of
the infamous "Contract for America," screenwriter Ronald Bass has penned a ftlm with a
timely message: if teachers and students hope to
improve t.he educational experience, they'11
have to do it themselves. Based on Louanne ·
Johnson's book My Posse Don't Do Homework,
Dangerous Minds is an aural and visual marriage depicting the hopelessness that chokes
urban America.
Johnson (Michelle Pfeiffer) is an instructor
for underprivileged young adults in n.eed of'¥)
attitude check. Given charge of a ¢haotic clas~
room, limited supplies and an out-of-to4cih::purr
riculum .she.resorts to karate iT1~huct'::::! Tn.ll«
pylatJ,ahd cgrripas§ion to ~?re~. qo~
ers.·~ctillle Osc~.winnecPf1 ·
~¢ic;'ncy'litid versatility are"evfdeni
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Dangerous Minds is Renaissance Man minus
the uniforms. It's not just about caring teachers
and misguided students, but education cuts and
school officials who adopt inadequate cuniculum and rules. In the end, viewers are left pondering who really possesses the dangerous
minds.
Critic's Rating-3 112 Anchors

DEAD PRESIDENTS
Anthony Curtis (Larenz Tate) is a young
African American who delivers milk and runs
numbers anxiously awaiting the end of his
senior year. His parent push for college, but he
decides to become a Marine and finds himself in
the Quang Tri Province during the worst period
of American military history-1969. Four years
later, he arrives home to discover that the Bronx
has changed for the worse and jobs are as scarce
as the number of whole, breathing bodies
returning home from Vietnam. Creeping through
this film is the message of how the civil rights
movement of the 60s fell far short of making
America a land of equality.
Dead Presidents is deadly disturbing. The
intense conflict within each frame of the
drama~which is a compelling blend of urban
strife and war-time duress~is unrelenting and
alarmingly real.
Critic's Rating-4 Anchors

DESPERADO
The violent sequel to Robert Rodriguez's El
Mariachi, Desperado is about a man whose
career and life have been destroyed and his
revenge against the destroyer.
Mariachi is brought to the screen with an
intrepid intensity by Antonio Banderas. He is a
wounded man, physically and emotionally, and
his adversities have made him one tough hombre. He wants just one thing~to kill Bucho, the
drug lord who stole his life. Rodriguez's story is
as explosive and rapid-fire as Tarantino's
Reservoir Dogs and Pulp Fiction. Desperado is
a black comedy that uses humor to smooth over
its violent edges.
Critic's Rating-4 112 Anchors

the always-in-control loanshark Chili Palmer.
(:hili leads us on a wildjoumeyf!om tv,fianu 't<;>
Los.Angeles. Quentin Tarantinorecentl)'~aiq<
that Travolta is among the finest actors' todl:!;y.
and he just might be right. But the maii who
made Saturday Night Fever a. sought~after mala"
' dy doesn't star alone in this one. Gene
Hackman is delightful as Zimm. Danny DeVito
forsakes sarcasm and effectively dons a super
ego as the man everyone is after, under-sized
actor Martin Weir. Rene Russo dazzles Chili
and just about everyone else as the leading lady
ofZimm's second-rate horror films, Karen
Aores. And as if that's not enough acting talent,
an abundance of cameo appearances will convince audiences that anyone can get happy at
the movies. One can get lost in that big screen,
too. But the bottom line is that everyone should
get going to see Get Shorty.
Critics Rating-4 112 Anc!Jors

· GOLDENEYE
The word is "Bond is back'' but don't 'believe
it. Director Martin Campbell's Goldeneye ~an
by no means be equated with the spy thrillers
that began this film franchise over three decades
ago.
Smoking guns, high tech weapons and enticing women are the same old Bond storyline.
Just enough action is centered around a plausible threat of world destruction and domination
to allow the audience to invest some degree of
psychic energy. This time Bond is up against
Xenia Onatopp, the devious mind behind the
theft of Goldeneye, a weapons satellite which
can emit a radiation surge capable of destroying
any target on earth. A 90s PC twist gives usa.
female M (Judi Dench) for the first time, .and
she sends Bond on a mission to retrieve .:· '
Goldeneye. Bond is equippeawitqtlj~ b,#~;::~·,;;
arsenal British intelligence weapons.expert Q · ·
(Desmond Llewelyn) can provide. Arid he's
going to need it.
Don't get too caught up comparing this tilm
to other 007 adventures. Pierce and Llewelyn
come close to reigniting that old Bond magic,
but Goldeneye quickly becomes a tiresome and
monotonous film.
Critic's Rating-3 Anchors

DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS
De'nzel Washington delivers a riveting portrayal of a man whose good nature and naivete
are washed away by a tidal wave of evil. He
served his nation in World War II, but war hero
or not, to many white folks in L.A., he's just
another Negro. This prejudice costs him his
machinist job. With no income and a heavy
mortgage hanging over his head, he's the perfect
target for manipulation. So he accepts some fast
money to locate Daphne Monet played by
Jennifer Beals, who simmers as the blue-dressed
temptress of the title. Evil is everywhere and
cinematographer Tak Fujimoto wondrously
transports viewers back to the ugly side of postwar America.
Based on crime novelist Walter Mosley's
story, Blue Dress serves up a rainbow of entertainment shaded by political corruption, racial
hatred and police indifference. But no matter
how you color it, it's one heck of a stylish mystery.
Critic's Rating-4 1/2 Anchors

GET SHORTY
Nothing needs feeding like an ego, and if
Hollywood possesses anything, it's an ego.
Barry Sonnenfeld's movie turns Tinsel Town
into Snicker Ville, and it works for a multitude
of reasons.
One is actor John Travolta. Travolta stars as
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THE SCARLET LETTER
Demi Moore ventures deep into the soul of
her character, Hester Prynne, as she e)(udes the
joy of a woman forced into marriage by her
family and ?<ho is now experiencing tiUe love
for the first time. Her lover, Rev. Dimmesdale
(Gary Oldman), J<nows that the (::)1urch el.ders .
¢an never l~ of )lis affection fo~ J:Jes~~r?';, , ,1
Robert Duvall appropriately Qai'keristres¢ry~n :
as Roger Prynne, the mentally-imbalanCed husband of Hester.
···
Director Roland Joffe's film is freelY·based
on Hawthorne's novel. However, it flows frpm
the pen of screenwriter Douglas Day Stewart
who cunningly inserts witchcraft trials and
Indian wars to perk the story.
Critic's Rating-4 Anchors

SEVEN
Detective David Mills (Brad Pitt) has been
sent to replace retiring Lieutenant William
Somerset (Morgan Freeman). It's while
Somerset is spending his final week passing the
'torch to Mills that they are forced to cteaJ."with a
•gry,esome discovery. A serial killer is \)Sing m~ '
gty ~ a biOodyplaygrol!!lcJJO pr~c~ ·
···
5hotic ~e(Won. on tne seven <leidl}t~ir
tony;'gre:ea~ slpth, pride, ,lus(enp/'i~Ii~
, ''S~ven goes beyond being a·~ys~ry~thrillet,·'-•
.
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to become more evil every day. So evil that, as
the movie shows us, there's a deadly sin on
every comer. Seven captures the shock of
Psycho and the horror of Halloween. Like
Silence of the Lambs, it commands the viewer's
attention with quality production and unnerving
suspense.
Critic's Rating-4 Anchors

THREE WISHES
A man sits alone in discontent, contemplating
his fate. He's about to give up when he's swept
back to the 50s where he sees his mother
Jeanne (Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio).
Jeanne was recently widowed and is now
solely responsible for her two boys. All three
need a little help and a little hope which comes
in the form of a mystical dog named Betty Jane
and a man named Jack McCloud (Patrick
Swayze).
Director Martha Coolidge and screenwriter
Elizabeth Anderson cut a slice of American pie
right out of the 50s and serve up a film that
pulls at the heart with family values and then
wags an impudent finger at the audience, telling
them to be content regardless of their situation.
The film makes use of one neat flashback but
interjects too much fantasy along the way.
Visual fanfares surround the actors at times, and
the magic just doesn't work.
Critic's Rating-3 1/2 Anclwrs

THE USUAL SUSPECTS
Five men, unfamiliar and unfriendly for the
most part, are brought together in a California
police station for a fateful rendezvous. The five
are independently and erroneously busted for
their supposed connection to a hijacking. While
they are detained, they build a rapport from
which their mutual desire for revenge emerges.
A superb mystery-lover's crime drama, The
Usual Suspects takes numerous twists and turns
that cause viewers to feel as if they are precariously circling down a mountain top, hoping to
reach the bottom safely, but not before they get
to enjoy the scenery. Screenwriter Christopher
McQuarrie cleverly begins the story with a
explosive peak at the conclusion and then proceeds to explain through flashbacks how everyone involved happened to end up where they
did.
The Usual Suspects is high brow mystery.
Viewers should not anticipate a roller coaster of
action; however, they can expect to be treated
to an enigmatic tale of lofty quality.
Critic's Rating-4 Anchors

A WALK IN THE CLOUDS
Paul Sutton (Keanu Reeves) discovers how
much his life has changed upon returning home
from a World War II tour. Letters written to the
woman he met and married days before his
departure are unopened, and his former job as a
chocolate sah~sperson seems as appealing as a
weekend stay in a POW camp. On his way to
sort out his problems, he meets Victoria Aragon
(Aitana Sanchez-Gijon) who exchanges starstruck gazes with him and then regurgitates her
lunch onto his shoulder. Victoria reveals that
she is pregnant, unmarried, and about to face
her father. Heroically, Paul agrees to pose as her
husband for one day then disappear into the
night, hoping that this will save Victoria's
honor and gain the sympathies of her father.
The amiability and honor written into Paul's
character and Keanu Reeves' easy-going nature
make this engrossing story believable. The
movie is a heartwarming and fasci nating fantasy.
Critic's Rating-4 112 Anchors
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EMPLOYMENT

Extra Money for the Holidays

Help Wanted: Babysitters, House
Cleaners and Drivers needed. Call
Rent-A-Hand, Inc., at 347-3424.

Student Assistants Needed
to work in the Campus Activities
Center. $4.25/hr. Flexible hours
including weekends. For more info,
call 893-9596 or stop by the CAC.

Cooperative Education Openings
Cooperative Education provides
concrete experience in various
degree fields as students perform
meaningful activities while earning
between $8 and $11 per hour. For
Spring semester, 9 positions are
currently available for MIS students
with COBOL training. In addition,
positions are available for other
MIS majors with other emphasis,
Marketing majors and others.
Please stop by the Counseling and
Career Center, DAV 112, for info or
call 893-9129.

Devil Rays Internships
Temporary positions available. 2 to
3 people needed every Man thru
Fri. $4.25/hour. Contact:
CounseHng and Career Center,
DAV 112, 893-9129.
E~trepreneur-Mexico

Previous health care division of 90year-old pharmaceutical company
expanding into Mexico.
Independent distributors needed.
Call 1-800-298-2141.

Office/Special Events Asst
Job opportunity for USF students.
Morning, night and weekend shifts
available. Call Dr. Grimm at the
CAC, 893-9596.
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Student Govt Staff Assistant

Operation Santa Claus

Jobs • Jobs • Jobs

needed to work max of 20 hrs/week
btwn '9 am & 6 pm. $4.50 to
$6/hour. Self-motiyation; punctuality, reliability and enthusiasm a
must. Currently enrolled students
may apply at SG office in the CAC
or call 893-9147 for more info.

Please donate new toys and new
clothes to this annual campus project. Unwrapped .gifts can be
brought to the Poynter Library
before Wed., Dec. 13, and will be
distributed to needy children. Call
Sudsy at 893-9842 for details.

Full-time, part-time and temporary
positions are listed in. the
Counseling and Career Center
Resource Library, DAV 112.
Check it out! Mon.&Thurs: 8
AM-6 PM, Tues. & Wed: 8 AM-8
PM, Fri. 8 AM-5 PM.

Earn $ While in Class

Volunteer Thtors Needed

Kinney Karate

Help disabled students. Become a

Chemistry, Algebra, Management
Science, English Literature and
CLAST Math Review tutors are
nee-ded immediately. Call the
Project Thrust Office at 893-9108
and leave your name, number,
subiect, and availability.

Join Grand Master Michael
Kinney in his nationally award
winning program covering body
control and coordination. Learn
how to defend yourself. Children
and adults welcome. Wed. 6:308:00 pm at the CAC. Cost: $20 per
month. Call 893-9596.

notetaker, reader or proctor.
Flexible hours - $4.25 per hour.
See Joneen in Davis 118.

Student Assistant AIV Dept
I 0-20 hrs/week. Flexible hou.rs.
Apply in person, AN Office, 2nd
floor library.

USFPD Saturday Dispatcher
St. Pete campus. Apply to Sgt.
Carr, 893-9140. CWSP students
may receive additional hours.

Fitness Center Assistant
Training provided. AM and PM
shifts available. Must be a USF student. Submit resume to Sherri
Beaudreau in the fitness center. Call
893-9589 for more info.

Advertising Account Rep.
Sell ads for The Crows Nest. -25% Commission! Call Tim Craig
or Valerie Alava at 553-3113.

Help wanted Fff or Pff
Joffreys Coffee & Tea Company,
Bayfront Medical Center West
Entrance, 701 6th St. S. Apply in
person or call 893-6862.

STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

Association of Black Students

meets 4:30-5:30 on the 2nd and
4th Tuesday of every month in
Davis 108. Contact 893-9108 for

Circle K International
Meets every Wednesday at 6:30
pm in the CAC. Check it out!

Student Activities Board
meets are every other Wed at 4:30
pm in the C AC. Help plan student activities for the campus. Call
Valerie at 893-9599 for info.
Student Accounting & Business

Organization .
Meets Weds, Noon - 1 PM in
DAV I 02. Learn about current
business trends and network with
business professionals. Call Pres.
Lisa Riding at 867-4017 for info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Studying for the G.R.E.?
Would you like to join a study
group? Call the Project Thrust
Office at 893-9108. Please leave
your name and phone number.

Softball
City League. Individuals interested in playing softball on USF
sponsored teams should contact
Bob Linde at 893-9597.

Aerobics Instructor

Graduation Announcements

Prior experience required. Part-time
evenings. Submit resume to the fitness center. Call 893-9589 for more

for the December 1995 graduating
class are available for purchase at
the CAC for $1 each. Stop by to
see samples!

Discounted Lightning Tickets
The Tampa Bay Lightning would
like to offer you a special DISCOUNTED GROUP RATE .for an
evening of exci ting NHL Hockey.
USF students, faculty, staff, fami ly
and friends are invited to join in
all ,the fun by providing the
THUNDER during USF-St. Pete
nights at the "Thunder Dome."
7 :35, Sunday, December 3 vs.
Pittsburgh Penguins tickets are
now $19 to $24 (save up to $9).
Call 229-8800 Ext. 1 or Fax 2293350 for more info. Deadline for
purchasing discounted tickets is 48
hours prior to the game.

SERVICES
Transportation Available
Don't Drink and Drive--Call RentA-Ride. Ride in Luxury without
luxury prices. 341 -2117.

Typing Service
Fast and accurate, using sophisticated software produced great
looking papers by Laser printer.
Researchfferm Papers, Resumes,
Brochures, Flyers, and much more
just.Call ' n' Ask 547-9290.

VzewPOINT
Nibbling on the waterfront
THE CROW'S NEST
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MolliStaff
Gamelin
Nest
- - - - - - -·- - - - - If you're tired of eating in chain
restaurants where the dinners are as
boring as the music and hovering
servers pride themselves on being
able to get yoti through a threecourse meal in less than 20 minutes,
I've got just the place for you- a
bistro on the water where you can
spend an afternoon sipping a cappuccino, ordering from a theatre
menu, and experiencing the relaxation of casually elegant dining.
Apropos, located at the entrance
to the Pier, is open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner Tuesday through
Sunday, combining lunch and
breakfast once a week to create
their most popular meal-Sunday
brunch. In between meals, a menu
.is available which offers an elegant
combination of appetizer-sized dishes.
We arrived on a clear Saturday
afternoon, chose to sit outside and
were offered the theatre menu. We
shared several items from this

·
menu: shnmp
wt·th d"ll
1 an d bast·1
pesto, foccaccia bread, Caesar salad
with grilled herb chicken, and roasted garlic with montrachet cheese
and marinated artichoke hearts.
The food was fresh and the presentation elegant. The Caesar salad
tasted of fresh garlic and was
toppec:l with homemade croutons,
warm chicken and freshly ground
pepper. The shrimp were savory
and I took more than my sharenothing is more delicious than a
well-prepared pesto sauce. My
favorite was the garlic roasted to
perfection and soft enough to
spread on the accompanying warm
pita bread.
At our server's suggestion, we
also ordered Domaine du Tariquet,
a white wine which was a wonderful complement to our meal. Other
drinks we had included hazelnut
coffee, raspberry iced tea and frothy
cappuccino.
The food was reasonably priced,
and the meal for five of us, including drinks and tip, was less than

$50. Lunc h pnces
·
average around
$5.50; dinner prices around $11.95
and reservations are suggested.
The bistro atmosphere of Apropos
reminds me of a European cafecasual and elegant with black bistro
tables inside and patio tables with
umbrellas outside. High ceilings
and creative accents balance the
interior. Soft music and white lights
make the outside seating just as
wonderful.
Jazz music wafted .in the background as we basked in the outdoor
deck's cool autumn sunlight. We
relaxed while nibbling on espresso
cheesecake and sipping hazelnut
coffee. And we were not rushed or
hovered over.
- · - - - - -- - - - = - - - Apropos Bistro & Bar is located
at the comer of 2nd Avenue
Northeast and Bayshore Boulevard
in St. Peterburg. Apropos is open
for dinner Tuesday through Sunday
with a full dinner menu beginning
at 6 pm. Reservations can be m{Ule
by calling 823-8934.

GOVERNMENT

• "I don't get mad, I get even."
• "It's all their fault."
• "That's not my job."
Could it be that these sentiments
are both symptomatic and reinforcements for our behaviors and
perceptions of justice? I think so,
and ·until we face that enemy, the
enemy within each of us, I'm not
sure·that satisfactory solutions exist
for any of our governmental or
judicial problems.
Historians have warned us--we
get the government we deserve.

THE
FIREHOUSE

continued from page 5.

question its wisdom.
5) Respect should be mutual and
is NOT earned, as some might
think, but rather comes with being
human.
6) Individual responsibility is the
very foundation of our government. Democracy dies without
self-control.
OK, I recognize that some may
see this "declaration" as a "pie in
the sky" idea. Maybe it is, but it
seems clear to me: more misunderstanding of "rights" and less
"personal responsibility" yields
less justice for all.
,
Finally, as Pogo said, "We have
met the enemy, and they are us."
Many feel that the McDonald's
"coffee" verdict illustrates this
idea.
Evidence of irresponsible attitudes can be found sprinkled
throughout our day-to-day language. To cite a few:
• "Do unto other-s before they do
unto you."
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